Public-private partnerships
in the age of data
WHAT TYPES OF VALUES ARE PRODUCED BY THE EXCHANGE OF DATA BETWEEN PRIVATE
ACTORS AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES? HOW ARE THESE VALUES SHARED? THIS SURVEY ANALYZES
THE CONDITIONS, VALUE PROPOSITIONS AND INTERESTS BEHIND THE EXCHANGE.
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NEW PUBLIC-PRIVATE
PARTNERSHIPS
The use of urban services generates data and it has become more and more common for
private actors and local authorities to reach agreements regarding the use of those data.
This infographic offers a quick comparison between different services and the way they are
dealing with the sharing of data between different actors. The value propositions are then
further investigated in the report
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A value proposition in marketing is the promise of value delivered to the target, which can be to reduce costs, fulfill a need, reduce
risks, simplify daily life, etc.
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Uber and BlablaCar share their data with local authorities for free; a form of lobbying for future investments.
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SURVEY

PUBLIC-PRIVATE
COOPERATION DATA
IN THE AGE OF DATA

Data increase leads to a new
organization of territory

THIS RESEARCH INVESTIGATES NEW MODELS REGARDING
THE SHARING OF DATA. THOSE MODELS OFFER
ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES TO PRIVATE ACTORS WHILE
RESPONDING TO PUBLIC SERVICES ISSUES.
After a dazzling rise that worried public actors, private digital actors seem to turn to
territories. Partnerships for data exchange with local authorities are more and more
frequent. Uber’s partnership with American mobility agencies is widely known, Waze
multiplies agreements (with Versailles Grand Parc, Rio De Janeiro, Barcelona, etc.) as
part of its Connected Citizen program, when Strava3 sells its data to North-American
cities. This study investigates what is at stake for public actors when dealing with data
generated by private actors.
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Strava is a social network based on a GPS for sportsmen.
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Following the development of those new services,
a greater amount of data and a greater diversity of
data can be collected. New urban services (regarding
mobility, energy, waste treatment, etc.) carried out by
new private actors generate new data, prized by local
authorities, especially when it concerns user data.
Waze, which has two million users in Ile-de-France
only or Strava Metro, which records tens of millions of
pedestrian and cycling trips, have both unprecedented
knowledge about mobility within territories.

NEW RULES FOR URBAN SERVICES

raditionally, local authorities have been
responsible for the provision of urban
services. They delegate their implementation
and exploitation to private actors with
public service contracts, or public service delegation
contracts (PSDC). With the digital revolution, public
bodies have started to write laws about access and
ownership regarding the data produced by those
services. For example, in France, the Lemaire Law
(Oct. 7th 2016) stipulates that the actors in charge of
delivering public services are required to open data
“whose publication is of economic, social, health
or environmental interest”. Transportation, energy
or water distribution data fall for example within
this scope. However, digital revolution also opens
opportunities for new actors and changes the game’s
rules.

More and more private actors are now offering local
authorities access to data produced in the context
of their urban service. For instance, Flux Vision and
Strava Metro sell them; Waze trades them against
public data; Catalog shares them for free. In turn,
those data open the way to new opportunities for
local authorities. They may indeed lead to economic,
social or environmental benefits.

For example, private actors develop urban services
often without consulting local authorities. Such
services, like the ones proposed by Uber for instance,
take advantage of new technological opportunities
and answer to new social demands. They, in turn, have
an impact on the way local territories and existing
utilities are used. Uber uses indeed road infrastructure
and its presence changes taxi customs.

data exchange
offers are
powerful tools for urban
and territorial planning »

Strava sells sportsmens’ data to local authorities
for urban optimization

CECI EST UN IN TE R TITRE U N PE U PL US
LONG DE 5 2 SIG N E S
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Data shared by private actors are also questionable.
They already are aggregated and analysed, without
transparency in the treatment process, which makes
Highlighted data
it more difficult for local authorities to use them. If
Private companies operating in cities outside a
municipalities do not only want to be consumers but
public service delegation contract are not required
also be in control of the data (which Bruno Marzloff
to provide their data for free to local governments.
called “fuel of the new city” in M3 Magazine in 2011),
Some of them therefore have decided to sell them to
they have to adapt themselves to digital challenges.
local authorities: Strava has developed Strava Metro
Stéphane Vincent, General Representative of 27th Région,
to add value to its data
advocates for the creation of
collected by tens of millions
“laboratory-capsules within
of
sportspeople,
while
DATA VALUE
local authorities in order to
Orange Business Services
develop a more systemic,
has created Flux Vision for
agile way of seeing things and
the data collected through
to re-think the relationship
its mobile network.
between local authorities,
To understand the value propositions behind data
In this case, data are
users, data and services”.
exchange, we rely on a typology of data developed
in Datanomics by Simon Chignard and Louis-David
raw material for private
FREE EXCHANGE… UNDER
Benyayer:
actors. It is then sold to
PRIVATE ACTORS’ TERMS
local authorities under a
• Raw data,which is sold and bought;
subscription, whose amount
• Leverage and opportunity data:a type of data that
In this case, a partnership is
differs depending on the
is used to decide and to act differently;
established between the two
size and quality of the
• Data as a strategic asset: a category of data
parties. There, data is viewed
database. With Strava, the
whose control offers a strategic advantage to its
like a strategic asset rather
owner/distributor.
cost of access is $0,80 per
than a product. Data is not
user tracked over a year. The
sold, but given or exchanged
state of Oregon would also
by the private actor, because
have paid $20,000 in 2016
its interest lies somewhere else.
to use the database. Economic benefits are therefore
indisputable for private actors.
SELLING DATA TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES

A partial response to local authorities’ needs
For local authorities, collected data is a powerful
leverage of gain and opportunity. Private actors’ offers
are tools for urban and territorial planning. They allow
for example to assess public facilities. In the field of
mobility, new data can now be collected to analyze the
itineraries, which pedestrians avoid, waiting times at
roads’ intersections, etc. Used properly, these new data
could enable local authorities to invest in infrastructures
that really meet the inhabitant’s needs, and reduce
unnecessary expenses. However, case studies presented
by Strava and Orange Business Services do not mention
those costs’ reductions.
These value propositions are not very innovative, turn
local authorities into clients, and raise some questions.
Even if the price is rather low, should local authorities
have to pay for data generated through the use of
infrastructures they indirectly subsidise (bike paths,
roads, etc.)? Valérie Peugeot, a researcher at Orange
Labs, questioned the extension of the Lemaire Law to all
urban services and to the definition of "private data of
general interest4".

These agreements can for example allow private
service providers to access a local market by
improving their legitimacy and visibility on the
territory. Uber, for example, partnered with the City
of New York and its drivers are allowed to run in
exchange for real-time geo-localized data on their
journeys. Partnerships with local authorities can also
contribute to private service’s improvements. With its
Connected Citizen program, Waze trades its own data
in exchange for real-time data from local authorities
about work carried out and events organized on the
territory. Those data are then shared with the users
of the service. Data exchange can also allow access to
some of the territories’ resources. Wit the RennesGrid
project for instance, Rennes Métropole made three
hectares of land available for Schneider Electric so the
company can install connected photovoltaic panels
and set up an energy self-sufficient area.
Partnerships are very good for local authorities as well,
even if they raise some questions. Public bodies gain
free access to accurate data about their infrastructures
and services as well as processing and analyzing

4
Data of a private nature, collected by private actors but whose publication can be justified because of their interest in improving
7
public policies

tools. With Uber Movement for example, local
authorities benefit from creative common data
on road traffic, which Uber collects through its
platform. In return, those data allow them to
complete their service offer.
Private service providers such as Uber or
Blablacar offer services which local authorities
are not always able to deliver for reasons such
as lack of financial resources. Last-kilometer
management, for example, is a situation where
car-pooling services are complementary to
public transport devices.
At first sight, private urban services seem
to respond to local governments’ interests.
However, their primary interests are not at the
same level. The role of local authorities is to
ensure that general interest is respected locally
and over a long period of time. The private
sector seeks above all to be profitable and to
sustain its activity, often on an international
scale. This is why many private actors are
mostly interested in developing partnerships
with conurbations instead of small cities. This
is the case of the Connected Citizen program,
which is only available for territories with a
structured and sufficiently abundant data
platform.

With Flux Vision, Orange sells its communication network’s data

The challenge is to find a balance in the
partnership, so that it both matches local
authorities’ need to look for the public good
and the economic stakes of private actors. Isabelle
Pellerin, Vice-President of Rennes Métropole, talks
about this difficulty in the RennesGrid project: "It
is difficult to be associated with governance after
the experimentation phase. Once the land has been
made available, the private company collects the data,
evaluates it and goes on with its life without us." As
a matter of fact, Rennes Métropole had to insist to
remain part of the project’s governance and had to
remind Schneider Electric that its citizens’ personal
data had to be respected.

which can be described as ‘regulation by data’ or ‘2.0
regulation’”, comments Simon Chignard.
Some local authorities set specific conditions for
private actors, which they have to fulfill if they want
to be on the territory. In 2016, Austin ordered Uber
to leave the city, since it refused to comply with
the regulations concerning drivers’ status. Through
this action, Austin fits inot the vision of Jean-Louis
Missika, Deputy Mayor of Paris, who considers "the
work of the city is to accompany the initiatives that
seem to be going in the direction of the common good
and general interest."

NEW DATA-BASED MODELS
OF PUBLIC ACTION REGULATION

Other public actors act by creating their own digital
tools to collect, manage access and share their
own services‘ data use. For example, the French
government implemented a platform called le.taxi to
help taxi drivers position themselves against Uber’s
competitors. The SMILE PRIDE, project, a platform
for collecting, processing and visualizing energy data

Given the private sector partnership proposals, how
can local authorities adopt an active position in
which they define the modalities of collaboration and
guarantee their territories’ interests? Some models
are appearing, with data governance as the keystone.
"Regulators, both nationally and locally, are gradually
becoming aware of the importance of data in these
business models. New forms of regulation aappear,
8
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from a wide range of sources in the Brittany and
Pays de la Loire regions is coordinated by the Images
& Réseaux competitiveness cluster. In some cases,
public utilities themselves create data platforms
which follow common good principles. Transdev for
instance has developed a platform called “Catalog”,
that aggregates open-source mobility data on a global
scale5.
Since local authorities reinforce regulations, tech
companies will now be required to be "loyal". They
will have to share the values of public action and
to conform the uses and the processing of the data
to the general interest. As the CNNum highlights it
in the report “Digital ambition” written before the
“République Numérique” Law, loyalty has become a
legal issue through the article 49 of the law.
Local data management, as defined in the DatAct6,
Research Program, reflects a new form of governance
for data at the municipality level. The local data
management system is an authority that seeks to create
or improve services that meet the needs of a territory.
This multi-actor and multi-sector governance follows
the logic of the commons:
Public-private governance guarantees the adequacy
of services to the aims pursued by the players in the

DATACITÉS

How could we reinvent territories’ general interest in the
present digital area ? What balance is there to find between
public actors, citizens and urban service providers? OuiShare
x Chronos Lab started last December an exploration about
the main features of general interest urban data-service
models. An action guide for various stakeholders is available
: https://datacites.eu

territory and their evolutions;
The data generated by the new services must in turn
be shared between the stakeholders within the local
data management system
the right to access data as well as their price vary
depending on the actor using them and the kind of
service it promote
Data management allows every partner to access
data with few intermediaries and to split the costs
of processing, analyzing and sharing data. By being
a stakeholder and a key actor of its data bank’s
governance, the local authority is able to follow its
citizens’ best interests. In this way, local authority

Digitalisation produces new kinds of data, as well as
an increasing number of sources

See Yann Leriche’s interview (performance manager at Transdev) p. 15
9
DatAct Research Program was produced by Chronos and Le Hub between
2010 and 2014. The data management model was
presented in Gazette des Communes and in a public presentation.
5
6

BlaBlaCar shares its data with local
authorities to encourage carpooling
are as

benefits from the flexibility it needs to define its own
objectives for the services that will be implemented
on the territory. These guidelines can be formalized in
a charter or a management tool, such as a master plan
for digital services or a territorial coherence scheme
for services.

same governance rules. In its study report “Towards
a Territorial Big Data“, the National Federation
of Concession Authorities and Regions (FNCCR)
advocates the creation of a "national network of
digital mutualized structures". Against internet
giants, Jean-Louis Missika even supports mutualized
actions on a worldwide scale. But above all, a logic
of soft power is to be encouraged, in which private
actors are not forced but spurred to respect the
local authorities’ modalities. The deputy-mayor of
Paris believes "We will be able to create cooperative
platforms of information, to the loss of those who do
not participate."

Since 2016, the New Aquitaine-Euskadi-Navarre
Euroregion has developed a data management system
based on the DatAct program model. This data bank
supports the implementation of a multimodal and
cross-border route calculator. Concretely, it pools the
data of all the territory’s mobility actors, public or
private. "Every actor (local authority, private carrier,
service provider, etc.) who enters the calculator
gets a multimodal and cross-border tool, some help
with the quality and availability of his data and an
opening process”, explains Julien de Labaca, mobility
consultant. Benefiting from European aid (65%
financing), the service’s access cost is low: from 1
500 € to 8 000 € per year, depending on the actor.
Smaller territories and SMB can therefore participate.
The project (including data management and route
calculation) approximately costs 200 000 € over four
years, which is much less than the usual cost of such
a system.
Will the spread of local data management systems
really provide a framework for the activities of
private actors? Jean-Louis Missika reports on the
difficulty for public players to "regulate a company
like Google, that offers tools but is deterritorialized."
Several solutions emerge, starting with the creation of
a consistent network of local authorities sharing the
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CASES STUDIES

CASE STUDIES

3 PROJECTS
ANALYSIS
Focus on a study and two projects developed in France, offering new modalities of data
governance by public actors.

TOWARDS
TERRITORIAL
BIG DATA

A TERRITORIAL
ORGANIZATION OF
ENERGY

MOBILITYORIENTED DATA
MANAGEMENT

Project: study carried out by
Tactis and Parme Lawyers for the
National Federation of Licensing
Communities and Governments
(FNCCR) in November 2016

Project: association created in
2016, which brings together 160
public and private members,
chaired by the Brittany and Pays
de La Loire region

Project: multi-partnership project
carried out by the Nouvelle
Aquitaine Euskadi Euroregion,
which brings together public and
private mobility actors

Purpose: to implement a local
public data service based on the
collection, dissemination and
mutual exploitation of data

Purpose: to develop a large smart
electricity network by 2020, for a
global energy management

Purpose: to create a multimodal
and cross-border itinerary
calculator which requires the
implementation of a data management system (ultimately, all
data are in the same format and
quality level)

Principles: to define the reference
data in the law for a digital
Republic, assert local authorities’
control over data in the contracts,
create a national network of
sharing structures and put data
science to local communities’
service

Modalités de gouvernance : to
encourage the creation of projects
based on energy data. 17 projects
are underway, including PRIDE,
the territory's energy data platform, which aims to be a regional
public energy data management
service.

FOR FURTH ER
IN FO R M ATI O N :

F O R F U RT H E R
I N F O RM AT I O N :

Towards a territorial big data
http://www.energie2007.fr/images/
upload/etude_fnccr_data_rapport.pdf

see the presentation video
https://vimeo.com/169690893
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Modalités de gouvernance :
governance is open (authorization
to open the data of all within a
convention) and the funding of
the project is pooled between the
actors.

F O R F U RT H E R
I N F O RM AT I O N :
official website
www.transfermuga.eu/en

3 QUESTIONS TO SIMON CHIGNARD

S.C.

Do the partnerships presented in this

In your opinion, how will data exchanges

survey respond to public policy’s stakes?

between private actors and public players
evolve over the next ten years?

The first challenge is the impact of digital
services on territories and inhabitants. The

S.C.

Possibilities are fairly open. It depends mostly

second one is linked to the evolution of

on the answer to the following questions:

mobility services’ provision modes. Many

will local authorities be able to fully grasp

services are no longer offered as part of

the data’s potential, or are they eventually

public service delegations. Therefore, the

condemned to purchase urban optimization

question asked to the local authority is the

"as a service" rather than raw data? How

understanding of practices that have a very

will city’s actors strategies evolve, especially

direct impact on infrastructures, inhabitants’

the utilities sector8? Finally, will third-party

quality of life, etc.

actors, and in particular those capable of
aggregating several data sources, reach a
sufficient critical mass?

What are the risks and opportunities of these
partnerships for local authorities?
S.C.

For local authorities, these partnerships are
an opportunity to discover new types of data
and engage with unknown actors. Regarding
risks, we should not forget that scale and
action time are not the same between private
actors and local authorities. Local authorities
are

fundamentally

interested

in

their

territories, while Waze, Strava or Uber have
international strategies, that are sometimes
developed at a national scale. These strategies
can evolve completely for multiple reasons
that have nothing to do with the territory. For
private actors, these partnerships are also an
opportunity to explore new ways of valuing
their data – and an exploration can stop.

EXPERTS’ INSIGHTS

3 QUESTIONS
TO SIMON CHIGNARD
DATA EDI TOR @E TA L A B 7 - C O- A U TH OR O F D ATA N O MI CS
7
Etalab manages France’s public services and institutions
to ease public informations’ use.
8

Transport, energy and waste management
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DATA ROOM

OPEN DATA’S
BENEFITS
The availability of public administrations’ data is a source of value for both public
and economic actors. We are only beginning to measure open data’s benefits
(presented in this infographic), but there is currently no measure of the publicprivate data sharing’s impact.

SOURCES OF SAVINGS FOR PUBLIC ACTORS:

Australia
OPENING GEOGRAPHIC DATA SAVED

$ 1.7 MILLION
A YEAR IN TRANSACTION COSTS.

Denmark
THE INSTALLATION OF A FREE INFORMATION
INFRASTRUCTURE AROUND THREE REFERENCE
DATABASES, INCLUDING COMPANIES’ REGISTERS
AND ESSENTIAL GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
SHOULD ENABLE PUBLIC SERVICES A

35
9

MILLION EUROS
ANNUAL SAVE.

Source : "Data for public actions’ transformation", Report to the Prime Minister about data governance, 2015/12
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SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INCOME
FOR PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ACTORS:

The Netherlands

THANKS TO THE OPENING OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA,
PRIVATE PLAYERS INCREASED THEIR TURNOVER BY

400
MILLION
35 EUROS
%

, AND THE PUBLIC FINANCES OF
THE NETHERLANDS COLLECTED

IN THE FORM OF TAXES
AND ADDITIONAL TAXES.

BEYOND THE FINANCIAL VALUE,
THE DATA HAS A "SOCIAL" VALUE:

World
IN 70% OF CASES, WAZE USERS REPORT AN ACCIDENT
ON THE APP BEFORE THE ALERT IS GIVEN
TO EMERGENCY SERVICES.
REACTION TIME IS ON AVERAGE

4 .5

France

MINUTES
SHORTER !

10

THE DATACONNEXIONS COMPETITION,
ORGANIZED BY ETALAB SINCE 2012, IDENTIFIED

200

STARTUPS WITH
HIGH POTENTIAL.

THIS COMPETITION SUPPORTS PUBLIC DATA USE
AND REWARDS THE MOST INNOVATIVE PROJECTS.
SNIPS, WINNER OF THE 3RD EDITION,
BECAME A COMPANY OF

35

10

EMPLOYEES
IN A FEW MONTHS.

Source : “Pourquoi Waze échange des données avec les villes” Usine Digitale, november 2016
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3 Q U E S T I O N S T O YA N N L E R I C H E

Why did you created Catalog, the global

There are still a lot of questions about these

open-source platform on mobility data?

exchanges: how will they evolve – under
regulatory pressure or through economic

Transdev is convinced that all forms of carY.L.

actors, in a market logic? What status, what

pooling can reduce the use of individual cars.

quality for the data ? Are we heading to a

If we want this to work, data needs to be free

form of general interest data?

between transport operators and mobility
service providers. Our ambition with Catalog

However, I am convinced that local authorities

is to create an international repository,

will play a key role in transport data’s

where all transport open data, all modes

management and sharing.

included, will be incorporated, to induce the
development of "Mobility as a Service".
Transdev is the initiator of Catalog, but our
goal is that it becomes a Common, with open
governance.
What is Catalog’s value proposition for local
authorities?
Y.L.

In some countries such as France, public
transport

data’s

opening

is

mandatory.

We offer very simple and cheap tools that
enable local authorities to meet these legal
obligations. Beyond the technical solution
that allows data to be hosted in open data,
we offer services to local authorities, such as
checking the consistency and completeness
of the data.
In your opinion, how will data exchanges
between private actors and public players
evolve in the next years?
Y.L.

It will intensify. Private actors’ data interest
local authorities, for their own needs (i.e
understand

mobility

needs

within

their

territory) or to make them available to others
in order to facilitate the creation of new
services from open data.

EXPERTS’ INSIGHTS

3 QUESTIONS
TO YANN LERICHE
PERFORMAN C E D I R E C TOR , TR A NSD E V
15
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and territories future.
Our original process tends to produce a novel
kind of prospective analysis and resources
usable by most, published under the Creative
Commons licence.
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